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The solution to every obstacle in life has a design solution.
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This is the first issue of our new monthly newsletter. Design Speaks will bring thoughtful
information to you on a regular basis that will help us all realize how important the design
of our built environment is to us. Weather one recognizes it or not, the spaces we pass by
and visit on a daily basis affect us both physically and emotionally.
We can all recognize
when a space affects us
physically. The space
may be too bright or
dark, too warm or cold,
too loud or quite,
unpleasant odors may
linger or the surface
materials may be too
smooth or rough. These
are obvious to everyone
and the impression one
gets and opinion made
with regards to these
types of physical effects
on us are immediate.
However the emotional affects of the built environment are not as obvious, and could take
a considerable amount of time to make their effects on us know to us. Many times most
people do not even recognize that the space that they are in, is having an effect on them.
It is commonly known for example that many fast food establishments choose the seating
comfort level and the colors to encourage people to move on as fast as possible and not to
linger. This was done to ensure that there was always enough seating for when additional
customers would walk in.
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Let’s Be Safe

Archi-fact:

This is the month when many of us
take down the Holiday decorations
around and on our buildings. While
taking down Holiday decorations last
year approximately 350 people were
injured by either falling or getting
electrical shocks. It is important to
remember all safety tips while climbing
ladders and to insure that the power is
off and disconnected from all wiring
prior to starting the task of removing
decorations.

The tallest building in the world is
the Burj Khalifa, located in Dubai.
It is almost twice as tall as the
Willis Tower (formerly the Sears
tower which is located in Chicago).

Archi-quote:
“Architecture is a visual art, and the
buildings speak for themselves”
-Julia Morgan

Design \ di-‘zine\vb: to conceive and plan out in the mind. Origin:1650-1400 Middle English designen, Latin designare to mark out
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For example a low ceiling could make some people feel claustrophobic
and a ceiling which is too high for the size of the room could make
people feel small, insignificant and unwelcome.
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This is just one example of
how the design of our built
environment speaks to us.
Both interior and exterior
spaces need to be designed
to respond to the instinctive
feelings all human beings
have.

Whether it is a home, office,
restaurant, store or public
park the proportions of the
spaces must be right.
The lighting level, sound absorption, thermal insulation and air
circulation systems even the furniture and the color of the paint on the
walls should all be considered when designing spaces’ for people and
animals alike.

Marcus Marino, RA, AIA is a leading architect in New
York City. He received a Bachelors of Architecture
from the prestigious Pratt Institute and Masters in
the Science of Architecture and Urban Design from
Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning and Preservation. He received his license to
practice architecture in New York State in 1981 and is
licensed in a number of other States.
Presently he serves as the Vice President of Public
Advocacy of the New York State American Institute
of Architects.

Want to speak with the Architect
Do you have questions but do not know
where to start?
Do you know the legal consequences of
starting a project without approvals?
Are you sure you have completed all of the
research necessary so as not to waste your
money and time during construction?
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Answering these questions and more are the
reason for enlisting a Needs and Options
Review.
We can help you on your way to a successful
project with less hassles and problems.
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